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Abstract
This paper presents PowerDial++, a system for dynamically adapt-
ing both application and system configuration in response to unpre-
dictable changes in application workload, available power, or user
goals. PowerDial++ coordinates the management of application
parameters governing performance versus accuracy tradeoffs with
system parameters governing performance versus power tradeoffs.
Our results show that PowerDial++’s coordinated approach pro-
vides a greater range of operating points than application or sys-
tem configuration alone. For example, PowerDial++ can meet en-
ergy efficiency goals with greater accuracy or meet accuracy goals
with reduced power consumption compared to prior approaches.
Additionally, PowerDial++’s ability to manage goals in multiple
dimensions provides greater efficiency in response to unpredictable
changes in application input or user goals.

1. Introduction
Many applications support tradeoffs between the accuracy of their
results and their resource requirements (e.g., time, power, energy).
Several researchers have proposed exploiting these tradeoffs to cre-
ate adaptive applications that dynamically reconfigure their per-
formance/accuracy operating point in response to changing re-
sources [2, 4, 9, 18, 24, 25, 38, 42]. Similarly, many computing
systems (i.e., hardware and system software) support tradeoffs in
the performance delivered to applications and their resource us-
age. These tradeoffs form the basis of adaptive systems which dy-
namically configure their performance/power operating point in re-
sponse to application workload changes [5, 7, 14, 26, 31, 32, 34,
46, 49, 50].

Although both application- and system-level adaptive frame-
works exist, their environmental cues and tradeoff responses are
different. Application-level frameworks react to changes in re-
source availability by altering application workload. System-level
frameworks adapt to changes in application behavior by altering
resource availability. As the number of adaptive applications and
systems increases [35], it becomes important to study their inter-
action and address the questions that arise. This work studies two
questions about the relationship between these types of adaptive
applications and systems. First, can coordination of application
and system adaptation can result in greater energy savings for the
same accuracy loss? Second, for a given power or energy goal, can
coordinated management between application and system produce
more accuracy than application adaptation alone?

This work addresses these two questions by incorporating
system-level adaptation into an existing application-level adapta-
tion framework and coordinating the management of both. Specifi-
cally, we extend PowerDial [25], an application-level framework
that identifies and manages performance/accuracy tradeoffs, to
create PowerDial++, a new framework that coordinates these ap-

plication tradeoffs with system-level performance/power trade-
offs. PowerDial++ achieves this integration and coordination by
adding three new features. First, PowerDial++ broadens Power-
Dial’s application knob interface (for specifying performance/ac-
curacy tradeoffs) to support system-level knobs (governing per-
formance/power tradeoffs). Second, where PowerDial supports
only performance goals, PowerDial++ supports goals in the per-
formance, power, and accuracy dimensions. Third, where Power-
Dial provides performance guarantees while maximizing accuracy,
PowerDial++ uses a novel runtime control system to provide guar-
antees in any two dimensions (e.g., , performance and power) while
optimizing behavior in the third dimension (e.g., accuracy). Addi-
tionally, PowerDial++ allows applications to change goals during
execution. For example, a user working with video may switch
from guaranteeing accuracy and performance, to guaranteeing per-
formance and power in order to reduce energy consumption when
battery life is low.

We evaluate PowerDial++ on a Linux/x86 system using the
same benchmarks employed in the evaluation of PowerDial: the
x264 video encoder, the bodytrack video analysis application, the
swaptions financial analysis application, and the Swish++ search
engine. Our multicore platform supports several system-level adap-
tations in the form of allocation of threads to cores and dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). Overall our results show:

• Trade-off Spaces: The combination of system and application
knobs provides a rich, three-dimensional space of accuracy,
performance, and power tradeoffs. For example, x264 supports
560 different application-level configurations, while the testbed
supports 144 system-level configurations. Thus, x264 has over
80,000 points with unique accuracy, performance, and power
characteristics.
• Increased Operating Range: On average across our bench-

mark applications, PowerDial++’s coordinated management in-
creases the range of available energy efficiencies by 28% com-
pared to an application only approach.
• Improved Accuracy: For a target energy efficiency, Power-

Dial++ provides greater accuracy than PowerDial. For example,
to increase energy efficiency by 1.4×, PowerDial++ reduces ac-
curacy by 3.2% on average. In contrast, PowerDial must reduce
accuracy by an average of 11.9% to meet the same energy goal.
• Power Savings: For a given accuracy target, PowerDial++ pro-

vides greater power savings than PowerDial. For example, for
an accuracy target of 95%, PowerDial averages 62.2 Watts,
while PowerDial++ achieves 49.9 Watts (a savings of almost
20%).
• Reaction to Application Phases: PowerDial++ maintains per-

formance during application workload fluctuations while pro-
viding greater power savings than system-only adaptation and
greater accuracy than PowerDial.
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• Managing Changing Goals: PowerDial++ supports changes
in application goals quickly and efficiently. For example, when
transitioning from high performance and high accuracy, to
high performance and low power, PowerDial++ quickly adjusts
while providing greater accuracy than PowerDial, and greater
performance than a system-only approach.

This paper makes the following contributions.
• Extension of PowerDial’s application knob interface to allow

specification of system knobs.
• Extension of PowerDial’s performance management system to

include power and accuracy goals.
• Development of a novel control system, capable of providing

guarantees in multiple dimensions simultaneously.
• Evaluation of the benefits of coordinated management and the

new control features on a real system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the PowerDial++ framework including its interfaces and
runtime control system. Section 3 describes the application and
system knobs evaluated in this paper. Section 4 evaluates the ben-
efits of PowerDial++ on our experimental system and compares it
to other approaches. Section 5 discusses related work in both ap-
plication and system adaptation. The paper concludes in Section 6.

2. PowerDial++ Framework
PowerDial++ extends the existing PowerDial framework [25].
PowerDial transforms a statically configured application into one
whose performance/accuracy tradeoffs can be adjusted dynami-
cally. PowerDial performs this transformation in three steps: using
influence analysis [8, 20] to turn static command line parameters
into dynamic parameters, building models of the available perfor-
mance and accuracy tradeoffs, and then imbuing the application
with a runtime management system that automatically tunes the
dynamic parameters to maintain a performance goal.

PowerDial++ augments the PowerDial with the ability to: 1)
manage system-level knobs affecting performance and power, 2)
model the effect of these system knobs, 3) coordinate the runtime
management of both application and system knobs to guarantee
performance, power, accuracy, or any two of the three. The abil-
ity to manage both application and system knobs and guarantee
goals in any of the three dimensions provides access to a huge
space of potential operating points. To take maximum advantage
of this potential, PowerDial++ allows applications to change their
goals (or desired operating point) on the fly. This section discusses
how PowerDial++ handles the problems of 1) knob specification,
2) knob calibration (or modeling), 3) knob control, and 4) chang-
ing goals. PowerDial++’s ability to guarantee goals is analyzed in
Appendix A.

2.1 Knob Specification
PowerDial uses influence analysis to convert user-specified static
parameters into dynamic knobs. Each knob is a data structure con-
taining a set of addresses in the running program and a list of set-
tings, or sets of values permissible to write into these addresses.
Additionally, each knob contains a table of tradeoffs representing
the accuracy and performance for each setting. PowerDial takes
the user’s suggested static parameters and creates a list of dynamic
knobs which is passed to the runtime system. The runtime system
manipulates the application by changing the knob setting.

The knob interface is fairly general and can be naturally ex-
tended to support system-level knobs which govern performance
and power tradeoffs. The abstraction of a memory location, a list
of permissible settings, and the tradeoffs associated with each set-
ting works equally well for system-level knobs. The difficulty arises

from the need to distinguish performance and power tradeoffs from
performance and accuracy tradeoffs.

To overcome this difficulty, PowerDial++ adds a new attribute
to the knob data structure: a tuple representing the effects of a knob
on each axis of: {performance, power, accuracy}. These effects
are recorded as multipliers over the user specified baseline con-
figuration. Specifically, each knob’s tradeoff table contains values
< sk(i), pk(i), ak(i) >; where sk(i) represents the change in ap-
plication speed when knob k is configured to setting i, pk(i) rep-
resents the change in application power consumption, and ak(i)
represents the change in application accuracy. An application level
knob k, which only affects performance and accuracy, will set
pk(i) = 1, ∀i. Similarly, a system-level knob affecting performance
and power will set ak(i) = 1,∀i. PowerDial++ determines these
values for each knob during the calibration phase (described in the
next section). We believe this system is flexible enough to support
recently proposed hardware schemes (such as Truffle [16]) which
expose voltage scaling to software, enabling power/accuracy trade-
offs while keeping performance unchanged. Additionally, future
systems could further extend this approach with additional axes and
tradeoffs (e.g., security/performance or resilience/power).

PowerDial automatically determines application knobs based
on user input. These application-level knobs are, obviously, appli-
cation specific. In contrast, the system-specific knobs manipulated
by PowerDial++ are application independent, but specific to the
particular hardware and software available on a system. Thus, in-
stead of being specified by a user, the system level knobs are de-
termined when the PowerDial++ system is installed on a particular
platform.

2.2 Knob Calibration
PowerDial users specify representative inputs, a baseline configu-
ration, and an output abstraction. Given this information, Power-
Dial calibrates knobs by running the application for each possible
application-level knob configuration and input, recording both ex-
ecution time and accuracy.

The execution time is used to calculate a speedup for a knob
setting: sk(i). If t is the execution time in the baseline configuration,
and t′ is the execution time for some knob settings, PowerDial
computes the speedup of a particular setting as sk(i) = t/t′.
Speedups are calculated for each input and then averaged across
all inputs.

The output abstraction is a sequence of numbers o1, . . . , on that
extracts relevant data from the application’s output to produce a
measure of application accuracy (for example, an output abstrac-
tion for video encoding might be peak signal-to-noise-ratio). Given
a user-specified baseline oi and an output o′i, PowerDial computes
accuracy loss as signed distortion, d (originally defined by Ri-
nard [38])1:

d =
1

m

m∑
i=1

wi
oi − o′i
oi

· 100 (1)

The optional user-specified values wi allow some components of
the output to be weighted more heavily than others. PowerDial
records the accuracy of a knob setting as its distortion, averaged
across all representative inputs.

In addition to calibrating performance and accuracy for appli-
cation knobs, PowerDial++ must account for the performance and
power consumption of system level knobs. To avoid profiling the
exponential combination of application and system knobs, Power-

1 Rinard defines distortion using the absolute value of the difference oi−o′i.
With this definition, the minimum distortion is zero, and distortion is non-
differentiable at zero. PowerDial used this original definition. PowerDial++
uses the signed value presented here because accuracy control requires
distortion to be differentiable for all values.
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Figure 1. Block diagram for PowerDial++ control system.

Dial++ treats the two classes as independent. The runtime control
system is responsible for resolving any errors this assumption cre-
ates.

Therefore, PowerDial++ determines the performance and power
consumption of each system knob using the baseline configura-
tion and representative inputs provided by the user. With this in-
formation, PowerDial++ runs the application (in its baseline set-
ting) on each representative input with each possible configuration
of system-level knobs, recording the performance and power con-
sumption for each.

PowerDial++ measures the performance for each system knob
setting as speedup (as described for application knobs above).
Power consumption is recorded as powerup p, analogous to speedup.
So, if power is power consumption in the baseline configuration,
and power′ is the power consumption for some knob settings, the
powerup of a particular knob setting is pk(i) = power′/power.
For each knob setting, PowerDial records the performance of that
setting as its speedup and the power consumption as its powerup,
averaged across all representative inputs.

At this stage, PowerDial++ has assembled a list of application
knobs controlling performance and accuracy and a list of system
knobs controlling performance and power. The final step of knob
calibration determines Pareto-optimal settings for both application
and system knobs. Knobs which are not Pareto-optimal are re-
moved from consideration and not passed to the runtime system.
A knob is Pareto-optimal if there is no way to improve behavior in
one dimension without worsening behavior in another. For exam-
ple, Pareto-optimal systems knobs are those where it is not possible
to improve performance without increasing power consumption.
Focusing on Pareto-optimality is essential for ensuring the runtime
system operates optimally.

After knob specification and calibration, an application has a
list of knobs with allowable settings. Each knob has a table rep-
resenting the expected behavior of that knob in each setting. This
information is passed to the runtime control system, which tunes
the knobs dynamically.

2.3 Knob Control
PowerDial’s control system adjusts application knobs to maintain
performance goals. PowerDial++ extends this control system in
three ways. First, PowerDial++ coordinates both application and
system knobs. Second, PowerDial++ can maintain a goal in any di-
mension of performance, power, or accuracy. Third, PowerDial++
can simultaneously maintain goals in any two of these three dimen-
sions.

The behavior of the PowerDial++ control system is illustrated
in Figure 1. This system takes a goal g(t) at time t, subtracts the
current feedback (or measurement in the goal dimension) f(t) to
produce an error e(t). A controller uses this error to compute a
generic control signal u(t). This signal is passed to a translator
which computes the specific knob settings k(t) required to achieve
the control. This runtime ensures that behavior stabilizes to the de-
sired goal while optimizing behavior for non-goal dimensions. The
control process continues throughout the execution of the applica-
tion, allowing the application to respond to any events which man-
ifest in changes to the feedback signal or changes to the goals. The
three principle components of the control system, feedback, con-
trol, and translation, are described below.

2.3.1 Feedback
PowerDial uses the Application Heartbeats framework to sup-
ply performance feedback [22]. Application Heartbeats provide
a generic way to specify performance goals and progress. Devel-
opers use the API to issue Heartbeats at important intervals in an
application. Performance can then be expressed in terms of a target
minimum and maximum heart rate, or a target latency between
heartbeats.

Recent work extends Application Heartbeats to support power
goals and feedback [23]. In this extension, each heartbeat is tagged
with a time stamp and an energy. This extra information is added to
the heartbeats without any additional input from the user. With this
information, users can set a target power goal or a target energy be-
tween tagged heartbeats. This interface is very general and allows
the power feedback to come from many possible sources. For ex-
ample, feedback can come from a model, from an external power
monitor (e.g., a WattsUp device [1]), or from on-chip sensors (e.g.,
those available on Intel SandyBridge processors[39]). All experi-
ments in this paper are performed on such an Intel processor with
on-chip energy monitors.

In this work, we further extend the Application Heartbeats in-
terface to support accuracy goals and feedback. Each heartbeat is
tagged with the current accuracy and goals are expressed in terms of
an allowable distortion over some baseline accuracy. Performance
and power consumption can automatically be calculated from the
heartbeats location within the code, and like PowerDial, Power-
Dial++ can automatically insert the heartbeats into an application.
Specifying accuracy may require additional work from the user in
the form of a function that can calculate the current accuracy over
the last heartbeat. Some systems, like Green [4] and Petabricks [3],
require users to provide accuracy metrics in the code. PowerDial++
offers an option: users who are willing to change the source code
can directly specify an accuracy, while users who do not want to
change the source code can allow PowerDial++ to insert the heart-
beat calls directly and measure accuracy using the model derived
during the knob calibration step. The first option requires more
work from the user, but allows PowerDial++ to account for dis-
crepancies between the model and observed behavior on a partic-
ular input. The second option requires no additional code changes
from the user, but provides only open loop control of accuracy. We
note that for users who only want performance and/or power guar-
antees, both options will produce equivalent results, so the second
option is more appropriate (as it requires less work).

PowerDial allows users to set performance goals only. Power-
Dial++ allows users to set goals in any of the three dimensions.
Additionally, PowerDial++ allows users to set goals for two dimen-
sions simultaneously. For example, a user could set a performance
and accuracy goal, in which case PowerDial++’s runtime will meet
goals in both dimensions while maximizing accuracy subject to the
performance and power constraints. The PowerDial++ control sys-
tem is designed to work with any target power, performance, or
accuracy that an application can achieve on the system.

2.3.2 Controlling a Single Goal
Given a goal gd(t) in dimension d (where d ∈ {s, p, a}, corre-
sponding to performance, power, and accuracy) at time t, the Pow-
erDial++ runtime eliminates the error ed(t) between the goal and
the current feedback fd(t):

ed(t) = gd(t)− fd(t) (2)

To eliminate the error, PowerDial++ models the feedback it expects
to see at the next time step as

fd(t+ 1) = bd · ud(t) + δd(t) (3)

Where b is the baseline behavior in dimension d, ud(t) is a control
signal modifying this baseline, and δd(t) represents a transient
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disturbance in behavior. For example, in the accuracy dimension,
ba is the base configuration accuracy, ua(t) represents the desired
change in the base accuracy (ua(t) < 1 reduces accuracy below
baseline, ua(t) increases accuracy), and δa(t) 6= 0 represents noise
in the accuracy feedback.

Given Equations 2 and 3, PowerDial++ sets ud(t) so that error
is eliminated in steady state. That is, ed(t) = 0 ∀t > tss, for some
tss > 0. PowerDial++ calculates ud(t) using the integral control
law [21]:

ud(t) = ud(t− 1) +
ed(t)

bd
(4)

Using Equations 2–4, PowerDial++ calculates a control signal
at time t for any single dimension d by simply measuring the feed-
back in dimension d, calculating the error according to Equation 2,
and then calculating a control signal according to Equation 4.

2.3.3 Translating a Single Goal
PowerDial++ must turn the generic control signal ud(t) into spe-
cific knob settings. It does so by scheduling knob settings over a
window of τ time units. Specifically, PowerDial++’s runtime sys-
tem performs this translation by solving a system of linear con-
straints:

τ+ · dk+ + τ− · dk− = ud(t)
τ+ + τ− = 1
τ+, τ− ≥ 0

(5)

PowerDial++ solves this system by constructing Kover , the set
of all knob settings that exceed or equal the control signal in
dimension d, and Kunder , the set of all knob settings less than or
equal to the control signal in dimension d:

Kover = {k(i)|dk(i) ≥ ud(t)}
Kunder = {k(i)|dk(i) ≤ ud(t)} (6)

PowerDial++ then selects knobs and settings according to:

dk+ = min{dk(i)|k(i) ∈ Kover}
dk− = max{dk(i)|k(i) ∈ Kunder}
k+ = argmink(i){dk(i)|k(i) ∈ Kover}
k− = argmaxk(i){dk(i)|k(i) ∈ Kunder}

(7)

Thus, dk+ corresponds to the smallest knob setting greater than
the control signal, and dk− corresponds to the largest setting less
than the control signal. From dk+ and dk− , it is straightforward to
determine the values of τ+ and τ− representing the proportion of
the next τ time units to spend in the knob configurations indicated
by k+ and k− respectively.

At this point, we see the importance of finding Pareto-optimal
knobs during calibration (see Section 2.2). k+ and k− represent
the smallest changes that achieve the control signal. From calibra-
tion, we know these knob settings are Pareto-optimal. Therefore,
there is no other knob setting that could achieve the control signal
with less impact on uncontrolled dimensions. Thus, through this
methodology, PowerDial++ maintains goals while optimizing be-
havior in other, uncontrolled dimensions.

2.3.4 Controlling Multiple Goals
PowerDial++ allows users to specify goals in multiple dimensions,
so it must provide a control system capable of meeting multiple
goals simultaneously. It is tempting to simply compute two separate
control signals using Equations 2–7; however, this will not produce
a correct result because the dimensions in this problem are not inde-
pendent. Therefore, PowerDial++ couples control systems for two
dimensions so that decisions made to manage one goal are known
when controlling the second goal. This coupling is illustrated in
Figure 2 for an example with power and performance goals. As
shown in the figure, the knob setting used to achieve the power

Figure 2. Block diagram for controlling multiple goals.

control signal are sent to the performance controller and translator.
This section describes PowerDial++’s novel coupling approach for
managing multiple goals.

At a high-level, power dial selects a lead dimension d, and a
subordinate dimension d′. To meet gd(t), control and translation is
performed according to Equations 2–7. To meet gd′(t), we modify
PowerDial++’s control and translation approaches to account for
choices made to meet gd(t).

We note that applying control in one dimension eliminates op-
tions for the second dimension. Therefore, PowerDial++ selects the
lead dimension to be the one with fewer available knobs affecting
it, so the subordinate dimension has more knobs affecting it. There-
fore, once a choice is made for the lead dimension, there are still
knobs available to alter the behavior in the second dimension. More
formally if base is the base setting for a knob:

Kd = {k|dk(i) 6= 1 ∀i 6= base}
Kd′ = {k|d′k(i) 6= 1 ∀i 6= base}
|Kd| ≤ |K′d|

(8)

For example, if the dimensions are power and performance, then
power becomes the lead dimension because all knobs (at both ap-
plication and system level) affect performance and either accuracy
or power; however, a smaller number (just system knobs) affect
power. In this case the power goal will be met by trading perfor-
mance for power and the performance goal will be met by trading
accuracy for performance.

Once the lead dimension is selected, ud(t) is calculated using
Equations 2–4 and the corresponding knob settings are selected us-
ing Equations 5–7 to find k+ and k−. PowerDial++ uses this infor-
mation to calculate the control signal for the subordinate dimension
ud′(t) by recognizing that k+ and k− may affect the behavior of
the system in dimension d′; i.e., dk+,k− 6= 1. Specifically, Pow-
erDial++ models this effect as a change in the baseline behavior
and makes the original, time-invariant baseline bd (see Equations 3
and 4) time varying when calculating the subordinate control:

b̂d′(t) = bd′ · (d′k+ · τ+ + d′k− · τ−) (9)

Equation 9 captures the effect that control and translation for the
lead dimension have when controlling the subordinate dimension.
Using this formulation, ud′(t) is calculated as:

ed′(t) = gd′(t)− fd′(t)

ud′(t) = ud′(t) +
ed′(t)

b̂d′(t)

(10)

This control signal for the subordinate dimension is passed to a
subordinate translation system.

2.3.5 Translating Multiple Goals
The control signal for the lead dimension is translated using Equa-
tions 5–7. The control signal for the subordinate dimension is real-
ized over the same period of τ time units, but PowerDial++ must
achieve ud′(t) without affecting behavior in d. Thus an additional
constraint, expressing the requirement to leave behavior in d un-
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changed, is added to Equation 5:

τ ′+ · d′k′+ + τ ′− · d′k′− = ud′(t)
τ ′+ · dk′+ + τ ′− · dk′− = 1

τ ′+ + τ ′− = 1
τ ′+, τ

′
− ≥ 0

(11)

Given PowerDial++’s formulation of constraints and specification
of knobs, the only way to meet these constraints is to select from
knob settings such that dk+ = dk− = 1. Thus:

Kover′ = {k(i)|d′k(i) ≥ u′d(t) ∧ dk(i) = 1}
Kunder′ = {k(i)|d′k(i) ≤ u′d(t) ∧ dk(i) = 1} (12)

Using Equation 12, the subordinate goal is met by selecting knob
settings according to:

d′+ = min{d′k(i)|k(i) ∈ Kover′}
d′− = max{d′k(i)|k(i) ∈ Kunder′}
k′+ = argmink(i){d′k(i)|k(i) ∈ Kover′}
k′− = argmaxk(i){d′k(i)|k(i) ∈ Kunder′}

(13)

Thus, PowerDial++ schedules knob setting k′+ for τ ′+ time units
and k′− for τ ′− time units.

2.4 Changing Goals at Runtime
PowerDial++ allows applications to change goals dynamically.
Both the magnitude (e.g., changing from one performance goal to
another) and the dimensionality (e.g., changing from performance
and accuracy goals to performance and power) can be changed.
Goal changes are allowed to support applications whose concerns
can change over their lifetime. For example, if a user watching a
video switches from wall power to battery power the primary con-
cerns may switch from performance and accuracy to performance
and power. Switching goals will cause a momentary loss of stability
as PowerDial++ switches from one goal to another. To minimize
this period of instability, all state is maintained for all three di-
mensions regardless of the current goal. Specifically, the runtime
maintains the value of ud(t) and b̂d(t) for all d at all t. Maintaining
this state allows PowerDial++ to rapidly transition to a new goal
and still compute the correct value for ud(t+ 1) and u′d(t+ 1).

2.5 A Note on Energy Goals
For some systems energy is the primary goal as reducing energy
will extend battery life or reduce costs; however, PowerDial++ does
not explicitly support energy goals. The energy consumed by an
application is its average power consumption divided by its exe-
cution time. Energy can be affected by changing power consump-
tion or changing performance. PowerDial++, therefore, takes the
approach that users who desire energy control should achieve it by
setting power and performance goals simultaneously. We believe
that users will be better informed about whether it is preferable
to increase performance or decrease power consumption (or some
combination of both). We emphasize that by supporting goal man-
agement in both power and performance, PowerDial++ can meet
the needs of users whose main concern is energy consumption.

3. Experimental Setup
This section describes the application and system knobs used to
evaluate PowerDial++.

3.1 Applications
We use the same benchmarks used in the original evaluation of
PowerDial [25], including x264, swaptions, and bodytrack (from
the PARSEC benchmark suite [6]); as well as swish++, an open-
source search engine [43]. For each benchmark we obtain several
inputs and split them into training and test sets. Again, we use the

Application Total Settings Max Speedup Max Distortion
x264 560 4.26 6.2
swaptions 100 100.35 1.5
bodytrack 200 7.38 14.4
swish++ 6 1.52 83.4

Table 1. Application knobs.

same test and training sets used to evaluate PowerDial. The training
data forms the set of representative inputs passed to PowerDial++
for knob calibration (see Section 2.2). The test set is used in the
evaluation in the next section. We summarize each benchmark,
the application-level knobs exposed through PowerDial, and the
accuracy metric. A more thorough description is available in the
original PowerDial paper [25].

The available application-level knobs are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For each benchmark, this table shows the total number of
available settings as well as the maximum speedup and distortion
recorded during knob calibration.

3.1.1 x264
This video encoder compresses a raw input according to the H.264
standard. This application supports tradeoffs in the quality of the
video encoding and the rate at which frames are encoded. To en-
code a frame, x264 searches for redundancy both within that frame
and between frames. We use three separate knobs which trade the
amount of work performed to find redundancy for the amount of re-
dundancy identified. The total number of distinct application-level
knob settings is 560. We measure the accuracy of the output video
by recording both the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the en-
coded bitrate, and compute distortion by weighting these two quan-
tities equally.

3.1.2 swaptions
This financial analysis application uses Monte Carlo simulation to
price a portfolio of swaptions. This application can reduce accu-
racy in the swaption price for increases in the rate this pricing is
performed. We use a single knob to control the number of Monte
Carlo simulations performed per swaption. This knob supports 100
different settings. We measure the accuracy for this benchmark as
the swaption price.

3.1.3 bodytrack
This application analyzes a video sequence to track a human mov-
ing through a scene. The tracking is performed by an annealed par-
ticle filter [12]. Changing the filter parameters allows a tradeoff
between the quality of the track and the frame rate at which the
tracker operates. We use two knobs, one which changes the num-
ber of annealing layers and another which changes the number of
particles used. Together, these knobs support 200 different settings.
The application outputs a text file containing a series of vectors
representing the position of the tracked person over time. We mea-
sure accuracy by weighting the components of these vectors in pro-
portion to their magnitude. Vector components representing larger
body parts (e.g., the torso) have a larger weight than smaller parts
(e.g., forearms).

3.1.4 swish
This application is a search engine which can index and search
files on web sites. It accepts input in the form of search queries,
searches its index to find matching documents, ranks the matches,
and returns the document list in ranked order. The benchmark
supports a tradeoff in the number of documents it returns per
request and the time taken to serve the request. We use a single
knob with six separate settings to control this tradeoff. We evaluate
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Knob Settings Max Speedup Max Powerup
clock speed 12 3.08 3.88
core usage 12 10.16 3.17

Table 2. System knobs.

the accuracy of the search engine using F-measure, the harmonic
mean of precision and recall2.

3.2 System
We run all of our experiments on a six-core Intel Xeon E5-1650
processor running Linux 3.2.0. The processor supports hyper-
threading, and TurboBoost as part of twelve different power states.
We use two system-level knobs to manage performance and power
consumption tradeoffs. The first knob uses the cpufrequtils
package allowing software to control clock frequency (we note
the highest setting actually turns control over to the hardware by
enabling TurboBoost). Higher clock frequencies increase perfor-
mance at the cost of increased power consumption. A second knob
uses thread affinity to reduce the number of cores actively perform-
ing computation. As the processor supports power-gating of cores,
reducing core usage will reduce power consumption at the cost of
reduced performance.

These system knobs are summarized in Table 2. For each knob,
this table shows the total number of available settings as well as the
maximum speedup and powerup recording during knob calibration.

4. Evaluation
This section describes several case studies used to evaluate the
PowerDial++ framework. The first shows the performance versus
power consumption tradeoff space for each of the four benchmarks
on our test machine. Next, we demonstrate how PowerDial++’s
coordinated management of application and system can meet an
energy efficiency target with greater accuracy than a framework
which only considers application knobs. We then show how Pow-
erDial++ can meet a given accuracy target with greater power sav-
ings than a framework which only considers application knobs. The
next case study shows how PowerDial++ can coordinate system
and application to provide better outcomes in reaction to changes
in input characteristics. Finally, we show how PowerDial++ reacts
to changes in application goals.

4.1 Overhead of PowerDial++
We measure the overhead of the PowerDial++ runtime by running
the benchmarks both without the control system and with the con-
trol system performing all calculations but not actually setting the
knobs. In this way the control system can degrade performance due
to the overhead of calculation, but cannot improve it (by moving to
a higher performance configuration). We find the overhead of the
PowerDial++ control system is insignificant and within the run-to-
run variations in the execution times of the benchmarks executing
without the control system.

4.2 Available Tradeoffs
The original PowerDial evaluation details the large performance
versus accuracy tradeoff space made available by construction of
application-level knobs. This section augments that study by show-
ing the performance versus power tradeoffs that are available for
the system-level knobs used in our testbed. Speedups and power
consumptions are measured relative to the lowest power configura-
tion (one active core at the lowest clock speed).

2 Precision is the number of returned documents relevant to a query divided
by the total number of returned documents. Recall is the number of relevant
documents returned divided by the total number of relevant documents in
the index

Figure 3 show the points that PowerDial++ makes available in
the speedup versus power consumption tradeoff space for each of
the benchmarks. The points in the graphs plot the observed mean
performance as a function of the observed mean power consump-
tion. These mean values are calculated by averaging across all train-
ing inputs. The dots plot results for all possible combinations of
system knob settings. The gray line indicates Pareto-optimal sys-
tem knob settings. These results illustrate the large operating range
of performance (speedups of 20.5 for x264, 17.5 for swaptions,
13.9 for bodytrack, and 27.0 for swish++) and power consumption
(powerups of 7.3 for x264, 7.0 for swaptions, 5.7 for bodytrack,
and 8.9 for swish++).

4.3 Controlling Energy Efficiency
This section explores how PowerDial++ can use the additional
operating range available through the combination of application
and system knobs to meet an energy efficiency goal. We compare
PowerDial++ to PowerDial’s application-only approach.

We first establish a baseline energy efficiency by running each
application with its default accuracy settings using the maximum
system resources, measuring power and performance, and record-
ing energy efficiency as performance/Watt. We then set a new en-
ergy efficiency goal and deploy the application. With PowerDial++,
we establish the new energy efficiency goal by reducing power
consumption and keeping performance the same. That is, applica-
tions built with PowerDial++ are deployed with both a performance
and power goal and the PowerDial++ system will control both
goals while attempting minimize accuracy loss using a combina-
tion of application and system knobs as described in Sections 2.3.4
and 2.3.5. Since PowerDial can only control performance, we es-
tablish the new energy efficiency goals for PowerDial by increasing
the performance goal. PowerDial will meet this performance goal
by using application level knobs to reduce accuracy.

For each energy efficiency goal, we deploy the application built
with both PowerDial++ and PowerDial, ensure that the energy ef-
ficiency is achieved, and then measure the accuracy of the appli-
cation. We perform these steps for each of our test inputs. We use
this accuracy to compute the distortion of the application. These
results are illustrated in Figures 4(a)–4(d), which show the energy
efficiency goal on the x-axis and distortion on the y-axis. As can
been seen in the figures, for all energy efficiency targets Power-
Dial++ provides equivalent or lower (better) distortion compared to
PowerDial. This savings results directly from PowerDial++’s abil-
ity to coordinate application and system knobs. When controlling
the power consumption, PowerDial++ selects the most energy effi-
cient system configuration that meets the power goal and then se-
lects the highest accuracy configuration that meets the performance
goal.

The extra tradeoff space provided by system knobs allows Pow-
erDial++ to meet the goal while sacrificing less accuracy than Pow-
erDial. For example, to increase energy efficiency by 1.4×, Power-
Dial must distort the output by 0.5% for x264, by 0.7% for body-
track, by 0.03% for swaptions, and by 46.3% for swish++. In con-
trast, PowerDial++ hits the same energy efficiency target with dis-
tortions of 0.2%, 0.004%, 0.14%, and 12.5%, respectively. The av-
erage distortion for PowerDial is 11.9%, but just 3.2% for Power-
Dial++.

For this experiment, PowerDial++ not only provides greater ac-
curacy, it also provides a greater operating range of energy effi-
ciencies over the baseline. This result is summarized in Table 3,
which shows the maximum increase in energy efficiency achiev-
able by both PowerDial and PowerDial++. The last column in the
table shows the ratio of PowerDial++ to PowerDial; on average,
PowerDial++ extends the potential range of energy efficiencies by
28%.
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(a) x264 (b) swaptions

(c) bodytrack (d) swish++

Figure 3. Performance and power tradeoffs for system-level knobs.

(a) x264 (b) swaptions

(c) bodytrack (d) swish++

Figure 4. Controlling energy efficiency and minimizing distortion. (Lower is better.)

Application PowerDial PowerDial++ Ratio
x264 3.10 4.60 1.48
swaptions 3.45 4.15 1.20
bodytrack 6.38 6.98 1.09
swish++ 1.43 1.93 1.35
Average 1.28

Table 3. Energy efficiency ranges.

4.4 Controlling Distortion
This section explores how PowerDial++ can provide greater power
savings for a target accuracy compared to PowerDial’s application-
only approach.

In this case, we establish a baseline accuracy and power con-
sumption by running each application with its default accuracy set-
tings using the maximum system resources and measuring power
and accuracy. We then set a new (lower) accuracy goal and de-
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ploy the application. In this case, PowerDial++ controls accuracy
and performance while attempting to minimize power. In contrast,
as PowerDial can only manage application knobs, it must turn this
new accuracy goal into power savings by increasing performance to
try to maximize idle time (an approach known as “racing to idle”).

For each accuracy goal, we deploy the application built with
both PowerDial++ and PowerDial, ensure that the accuracy goal is
achieved, and measure the power consumption of the application.
We perform these steps for each of our test inputs and illustrate the
results in Figures 5(a)–5(d). These figures show the accuracy goal
(measured in distortion) on the x-axis and the power consumption
(measured in Watts) on the y-axis. For all accuracy targets, Pow-
erDial++ provides equivalent or lower (better) power consumption
compared to PowerDial. Again, the savings results from Power-
Dial++’s coordination application and system knobs. When reduc-
ing accuracy, PowerDial++ increases performance. It then can idle
(as PowerDial does) or turn the increased performance into a power
savings by adjusting the system configuration to reduce resource
usage.

Again, the extra tradeoff space provided by system knobs mean
PowerDial++ has more options and produces a better outcome than
a system which can only manipulate application level knobs. For
example, if distortion is allowed to reach 5%, PowerDial reduces
power consumption to 52.2W for x264, 19.4W for swaptions, and
27.2W for bodytrack. In contrast, PowerDial++ achieves power
consumptions of 20.3W, 14.2W, and 15.1W respectively. For the
5% target, neither approach reduces the power consumption of
swish++; however, at a distortion of 15%, PowerDial++ achieves a
power consumption of 89.1W compared to 125.6W for PowerDial.

4.5 Adapting to Application Phases
Dynamic runtime management systems adapt application behav-
ior in the face of unpredictable events. This section illustrates how
PowerDial++’s coordinated management of application and sys-
tem knobs adapts to these types of events while providing better
outcomes than an application-only approach like PowerDial or a
system-only approach that adjusts solely system knobs [34].

In this case, the unpredictable event is a change in the applica-
tion input. Specifically, we create a new input for x264 by concate-
nating three different test inputs to create a single video with three
different scenes3. Figures 6(a)–6(c) illustrate the demand of these
different scenes by running the application without runtime control
on our experimental testbed. All figures show time on the x-axis;
Figure 6(a) shows performance as a function of time, Figure 6(b)
shows power as a function of time, and Figure 6(c) shows accuracy
(measured in bitrate) as a function of time. We note that for this
experiment, lower bitrate is better. The three different phases are
demarcated by the vertical dashed lines in the figure. Clearly each
phase (or scene) has distinct characteristics. The first is the slow-
est, has lowest average power consumption and produces the largest
bitrate. The second scene is faster, and is encoded with greater ac-
curacy (lower bitrate). The third scene is the fastest, but occupies a
middle ground in accuracy.

To show the benefits of PowerDial++, we build x264 with three
different runtime management systems and deploy it to encode this
video. The first runtime management system is PowerDial++, de-
ployed with a performance goal equal to the lowest performance
achieved in the first scene and an accuracy goal equal to the bitrate
achieved in the third scene. The second runtime management sys-
tem is PowerDial, which can trade accuracy for performance, but
can only convert performance gains to power savings by racing to
idle. The third runtime management system (proposed by Maggio

3 These videos are the high-definition, 1080p videos ducks take off,
rush hour, and old town cross taken from xiph.org.

et al. [34]) maintains the performance goal by manipulating only
the available system knobs.

The behavior of all three control systems on this input is illus-
trated in Figures 6(d)–6(f). All figures show time (measured in
heartbeats) on the x-axes. Figure 6(d) shows performance normal-
ized to the goal, Figure 6(e) shows power normalized to the max-
imum power, and Figure 6(f) shows distortion for each approach.
In all figures, the solid line shows the results for the system-only
approach, the dotted line shows the results for PowerDial, and the
dashed line shows the results for PowerDial++.

No approach can meet the accuracy goal in the first scene be-
cause the goal is set to a standard which cannot be achieved for
this particular scene. However, no approach decreases the accu-
racy (all three approaches achieve zero distortion). Clearly all three
approaches meet the performance goal (with some short, and ex-
pected, deviations appearing at the scene changes). This is not sur-
prising as all three approaches are built on control systems that
should stabilize at the goal. However, each approach achieves the
performance goal in very different ways and these differences re-
sult in different power consumption. PowerDial saves power by
reducing accuracy and using the performance increase to race-to-
idle during the easier scenes. The system only approach saves even
more power (about 75% of PowerDial’s consumption) by lowering
system resource usage on the easier scenes. PowerDial++ produces
the lowest power consumption of the three, achieving almost half
the power consumption of PowerDial’s application only approach.
Furthermore, PowerDial++ not only saves power, it also produces
slightly lower distortion than PowerDial. We note that, had we con-
figured PowerDial++ with a different accuracy goal (i.e., zero dis-
tortion), PowerDial++ would have produced the same behavior as
the system-only approach.

For this experiment, PowerDial++ provides a much greater
range of possible responses to unforeseen circumstances than either
application-only or system-only approaches. Compared to system
only approaches, PowerDial++ can provide greater power savings
at the cost of a small amount of reduced accuracy. Compared to
application-only approaches, PowerDial++ provides greater power
savings and greater accuracy.

4.6 Reacting to Changing Goals
Our final experiment explores how dynamic runtime management
systems can react to changing goals. Changing goals on the fly
can be important to respond to changes in user priorities. For
example, a mobile user’s preference between performance, power
consumption and accuracy might change over the life of long lived
applications (such as watching a movie).

In this case study, we first establish a baseline by measuring
performance, power, and accuracy of the x264 encoder using all
system resources and the maximum accuracy setting. We then
deploy x264 with three different runtime management systems:
PowerDial++, PowerDial, and the system-only approach described
in the previous section. Initially, the goals are to maintain the
baseline performance and maximum accuracy. After 100 frames we
transition to a new set of goals that increase energy efficiency by
1.5×. Such a scenario might occur if the user is on a video call and
transitioning from wall power to battery power. When plugged into
the wall, power may not be a concern. When unplugged, the user
would like to extend battery life at the cost of some small accuracy
loss.

To realize these goals, we deploy PowerDial++ with an ini-
tial goal of baseline performance and maximum accuracy. After
100 heartbeats, we change PowerDial++’s goals to baseline perfor-
mance and 2/3 baseline power consumption. We deploy PowerDial
with an initial goal of baseline performance; after 100 heartbeats,
we change it to 1.5× the baseline and use the slack to race-to-idle.
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(a) x264 (b) swaptions

(c) bodytrack (d) swish++

Figure 5. Controlling distortion and minimizing power. (Lower is better.)

(a) Uncontrolled Performance (b) Uncontrolled Power (c) Uncontrolled Accuracy

(d) Managed Performance (e) Managed Power (f) Managed Distortion

Figure 6. Reacting to changes in application input.

We deploy the system only approach with an initial goal of baseline
performance; at 100 heartbeats we change the goal to maximum en-
ergy efficiency.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figures 7(a)–7(c).
All figures show time (measured in heartbeats) on the x-axes. Fig-
ure 7(a) shows performance normalized to the goal, Figure 7(b)
shows power normalized to the maximum power, and Figure 7(c)
shows distortion for each approach. In all figures, the solid line
shows results for the system-only approach, the dotted line shows
results for PowerDial, and the dashed line shows results for Pow-

erDial++. The dashed vertical line shows the point where the goal
changes.

The results show how each system adapts to the changing goals.
All three approaches realize the initial goal (prior to heartbeat 100).
When the goal changes, the system-only approach is no longer
able to meet the performance goal or the new energy efficiency
goal. Instead, the system only approach just moves the system to
its most energy efficient state. In contrast, both PowerDial and
PowerDial++ are able to adjust to the new goals and maintain the
target performance while reducing power. PowerDial does this by
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(a) Performance (b) Power (c) Distortion

Figure 7. Application with changing goals.

increasing performance beyond the target to create slack and then
idling during the slack. PowerDial++ meets the target by reducing
system resource usage to achieve the desired performance and
then trading accuracy for performance to ensure the power goal
is met. As shown in the figures all three approaches achieve the
same power consumption. PowerDial and PowerDial++ achieve the
target performance; however, PowerDial++ achieves these goals
with significantly less distortion.

4.7 Summary
These results show the benefits achievable with a framework, like
PowerDial++, that coordinates system- and application-level adap-
tation. Furthermore, these results answer the two questions posed
in the introduction. PowerDial++’s coordination of application and
system adaptation achieves a greater range of energy efficiency
goals, and does so with better accuracy than an application-only
approach. Furthermore PowerDial++ can meet an accuracy goal,
while providing greater power savings than an application only ap-
proach. When dynamically adapting in response to unpredictable
changes (such as changes in input difficulty), PowerDial++’s co-
ordinated approach provides better outcomes than either system-
only or application-only approaches. Finally, PowerDial++ pro-
vides better response to changing goals than either system-only or
application-only approaches.

5. Related Work
Power and energy issues are becoming as important as performance
in the design and implementation of computing systems. This im-
portance is due partly to the cost of energy consumption [44] and
partly due to the physical constraints power and thermal manage-
ment place on multicore scalability [15, 45]. Researchers have at-
tacked this problem at many levels, including both the system level
(i.e., in system software and hardware) and the application level.

Some researchers have proposed system-level frameworks that
operate below the application level and trade performance for re-
duced power or energy consumption through management of sys-
tem resource usage. Some such approaches provide performance
guarantees while minimizing power consumption by managing a
single system resource; e.g., , processor speed [49], caches [5],
DRAM [50], and disks [32]. Other approaches coordinate multiple
components. For example, Li et al. propose a method for manag-
ing memory and processor [31], while Dubach et al. demonstrate
a method for coordinating a large collection of microarchitectural
features [14], and Maggio et al. develop a framework for coordi-
nating core allocation and clock speed [34]. Finally, Bitirgen et al.
coordinate clockspeed, cache, and memory bandwidth [7].

Other system-level approaches provide power consumption
guarantees while maximizing performance. Cluster level solutions
which guarantee performance include those proposed by Wang et
al. [47] and Raghavendra et al. [36]. These cluster-level solutions

require some node-level power management scheme. Node-level
systems for guaranteeing power consumption have been devel-
oped to manage DVFS for a processor [30], to manage per-core
DVFS in a mutlicore [27], to manage processor idle-time [19],
and to manage DRAM [13]. Other approaches have provided
power guarantees while increasing performance through coordi-
nated management of multiple components including processor
and DRAM [10, 17], processors and core allocation [11], and com-
bining DVFS and thread scheduling [37, 48].

Another line of research proposes application-level frameworks
that trade application accuracy for performance, power, or other
benefits. Such approaches include both static, compile-time analy-
sis of accuracy tradeoffs [3, 40, 41] and dynamic, runtime support
for tradeoff management [2, 4, 9, 24, 25, 38, 42].

Dynamic management frameworks enable the creation of au-
tonomic [28] or self-adaptive [29] systems, which manage them-
selves to maintain high-level goals in the face of environmental
fluctuations, like changing workloads or changes in available re-
sources. For example, Green maintains accuracy goals while min-
imizing energy [4], while Eon meets energy goals while maximiz-
ing accuracy [42]. Both Green and Eon use heuristic techniques
for managing the tradeoff space. The PowerDial Framework, on
which PowerDial++ is based, uses control theoretic techniques to
provide performance guarantees while maximizing accuracy. Each
of these dynamic management approaches supports a goal in only
one, fixed dimension. For example, Green can manage accuracy,
but not power or performance, while PowerDial can manage per-
formance, but not accuracy or power. Applications requiring sup-
port for multiple goals, or working in environments where goals
may change cannot benefit from these approaches.

The PowerDial++ framework extends PowerDial’s ability to
trade accuracy for performance by combining the management of
application and system level tradeoffs into a single, unified frame-
work. Unlike prior approaches, PowerDial++ can maintain any
pair of performance, power, or accuracy goals. PowerDial++ ac-
complishes this by building on PowerDial’s runtime control sys-
tem, which provides a sophisticated, well-founded mechanism for
managing these complicated tradeoff spaces. PowerDial++ meets
multiple goals simultaneously using a novel technique for cou-
pling controllers working on different goals. Our experimental re-
sults demonstrate PowerDial++ coordinating system and applica-
tion configuration to maintain multiple goals, while providing bet-
ter outcomes than techniques that work solely at the system or ap-
plication level.

PowerDial++ most resembles other approaches that coordinate
application and system level management to provide energy sav-
ings. Flinn and Satyanarayanan build a framework for coordinat-
ing operating systems and applications to meet user defined energy
goals [18]. This system trades application quality for reduced en-
ergy consumption, providing up to 30% increase in battery life. The
Truffle architecture [16] is designed to support applications, like
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those written in EnerJ [40], which explicitly mark some computa-
tions and data as “approximate,” allowing accuracy to be exchanged
for reduced energy consumption. Like Truffle, Flikker allows appli-
cations to explicitly mark some data as “non-critical,” storing this
data in a DRAM that trades accuracy for energy consumption [33].
Of these approaches, only Flinn and Satyanarayanan support dy-
namic management and reaction to unpredictable events. Further-
more, all of these approaches require developers to modify applica-
tions to receive any benefit. Unlike these approaches, PowerDial++
can work with unmodified source code, reducing programmer bur-
den. We also note that PowerDial++ could complement an ap-
proach like EnerJ. PowerDial++ would benefit from EnerJ’s static
analysis of accuracy impacts, while EnerJ could benefit from Pow-
erDial++’s runtime management.

6. Conclusion
The PowerDial++ system coordinates the management of applica-
tion and system configurations, allowing applications to be dynam-
ically positioned in a three-dimensional performance/power/accu-
racy tradeoff space. The PowerDial++ runtime manages this trade-
off space so that applications execute successfully despite changes
in application workload, changes in available resources, or even
changes in user goals. Our results show that coordinated manage-
ment of application and system configuration can provide higher
accuracy for a given energy efficiency target, or higher power sav-
ings for a given accuracy goal. Additional results show Power-
Dial++ reacting to phases within an application and changes in user
goals (specifically, switching from high accuracy, high energy to a
more energy efficient configuration with small accuracy loss). In
general, PowerDial++ represents an example of an a class of adap-
tive or autonomic systems designed to overcome the challenges of
operating in unpredictable environments characterized by fluctuat-
ing application workload, resource availability and user goals.
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A. Analysis of PowerDial++ Control
PowerDial++ uses a control theoretic runtime decision engine to adapt ap-
plication behavior and respond to unpredictable events. One advantage of
this approach is its properties can be described analytically. Thus, Power-
Dial++ can provide provable guarantees that it will meet the desired goals.
In particular, one can describe PowerDial++’s behavior in terms of the
SASO properties defined by Hellerstein et al. [21] and illustrated in Fig-
ure 8: stability, accuracy, settling time, and maximum overshoot. This sec-
tion first describes these properties and then uses them to evaluate Power-
Dial++’s behavior and ability to meet goals.

Figure 8. Illustration of the SASO (stability, accuracy, settling
time, and overshoot) properties.

A.1 Definition of SASO Properties
Stability Stability refers to the feedback measured in the goal dimension
over time. A stable system converges to a single value; i.e., the derivative
of the signal eventually becomes zero. For example, if an application has
a performance goal, stability refers to the property that the performance
converges to a steady value. The remaining SASO properties are defined in
terms of a stable system.
Accuracy Unfortunately, the term accuracy is overloaded. In this section
accuracy refers to a property of the control system rather than a property
of an application’s output. An accurate controller converges to the goal.
This property is demonstrated empirically in Figures 6(d) and 7(a), which
show x264 converging to a desired performance goal. Control accuracy may
be the most important property for PowerDial++ users, because accurate
control means that goals are met. For example, if an application has a
performance goal and performance target gs, accuracy refers to the property
that the performance fs(t) converges to gs(t) for all t > tss.
Settling Time Settling time refers to the time that passes from application
start (or a change in phase) to the point where the system becomes stable.
That is settling time is the difference between the start time t0 and tss.
Max Overshoot The maximum overshoot refers to the largest amount by
which PowerDial++ might fail to miss the target on its way to becoming
stable.

A.2 Properties of PowerDial++
This analysis makes two assumptions. First, we assume that behavior in all
dimensions is bounded; i.e., an uncontrolled application cannot continually
increase or decrease its performance, power consumption, or output accu-
racy. For example, these properties do not apply to an application whose
performance continually increases (or decreases) for its duration. Second,
we assume that any changes in goals occur at least 2τ time units apart.
Faster goal changes will not allow the controller time to adapt to the new
goal. Given these assumptions, we evaluate PowerDial++ following the
standard procedure outlined by Hellerstein et al. [21]. All analysis is per-
formed in the Z-domain.
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Stability We analyze stability by examining the Z-transform L(z) of the
closed loop control system that maps the goal gd(t) to feedback fd(t):

Fd(z) =
bd

z

Ud(z) =
z

bd · (z − 1)

Ld(z) =
Fd(z) · Ud(z)

1 + Fd(z) · Ud(z)

=
1/(z − 1)

1 + 1/(z − 1)

=
1

z

(14)

Given Ld(z), we show that it is stable by demonstrating its poles lie within
the unit circle. Ld(z) has a single pole at 0, so the control system is stable.
Accuracy A control system is accurate if its steady state gain is unity, a
property which can be determined by evaluating the Z-transform at z = 1.
As Ld(1) = 1, PowerDial++ has a unit steady state gain and thus is
expected to converge to the goal.
Settling Time The time required to reach steady state can be approximated
as −4/ log(|p|), where p is the largest pole in the system. Thus, Power-
Dial++ can be expected to converge almost instantly. In practice the con-
vergence time will be limited by τ , the time quantum over which Power-
Dial++ schedule knob settings. The practical settling time is depicted in
Figures 6(d) and 7(a) which show PowerDial++ reacting to changes in ap-
plication input and goals.
Maximum Overshoot Maximum overshoot is derived from the poles.
Again, the only pole occurs at zero, so we do not expect the system to
overshoot the goal. In practice overshoots can occur when the application
changes phase or when goals change. We expect these periods of over or
undershoot to be short because of the short settling time.

A.3 Properties of Multi-goal Control
PowerDial++ handles goals in multiple dimensions by coupling controllers
and creating a lead and subordinate control system. The lead dimension is
not affected by the subordinate dimension, so the above analysis applies to
the lead controller. The subordinate controller, however, is no longer a time-
invariant system because its coefficient b̂d(t) is time-varying. However,
b̂d(t) is a function of the lead controller, and when the lead controller
stabilizes, b̂d(t) also becomes stable. Therefore, once the lead controller
stabilizes, the subordinate controller will also stabilize accurately with a
short settling time and small overshoot. Thus, there may be a period of
2τ time units (one τ for the lead controller to stabilize and one τ for
the subordinate to subsequently stabilize) where the subordinate controller
is inaccurate. Overall, we believe this is a reasonable cost for providing
guarantees for goals in multiple dimensions.
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